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Abstract Seismology is increasingly used to infer the magnitude and direction of glacial ice flow. However,
the effects of interstitial meltwater on seismic properties remain poorly constrained. Here, we extend previous
studies on seismic anisotropy in temperate ices to consider the role of melt preferred orientation (MPO). We
used the ELLE numerical toolbox to simulate microstructural shear deformation of temperate ice with variable
MPO strength and orientation, and calculated the effective seismic properties of these numerical ice‐melt
aggregates. Our models demonstrate that even 3.5% melt volume is sufficient to rotate fast directions by up to
90°, to increase Vp anisotropy by up to +110%, and to modify Vs anisotropy by − 9 to +36%. These effects are
especially prominent at strain rates ≥3.17 × 10− 12 s− 1. MPO may thus obscure the geophysical signatures of
temperate ice flow in regions of rapid ice discharge, and is therefore pivotal for understanding ice mass loss.

Plain Language Summary Ice on Earth is pulled toward the sea by gravity, contributing to global
mean sea level rise. To better understand the flow, or movement, of ice at the continent scale, geophysical
surveys are increasingly being used to measure the microscopic alignment (“fabric”) of ice crystals, since ice
with a strong fabric flows more readily. However, in temperate regions close to the ice melting point, melt
pockets may also become aligned, creating additional macroscopic geophysical signatures. Here, we use
numerical simulations to examine the combined effects of ice crystal fabric and melt alignment on the
geophysical (seismic) properties of ice containing small amounts of melt. We show that melt can change the
seismic fast direction (related to the inferred flow direction) of ice by up to 90°, particularly as the volume of
melt exceeds 3.5%, and that different melt orientations can either enhance or diminish the anisotropy‐based
estimates of flow that some studies use to predict ice mass loss. These effects are especially prominent in faster‐
flowing ice, highly relevant to ice mass loss in warming regions. Geophysical studies that do not account for
melt orientation may therefore produce incorrect estimates of flow, leading to inaccuracies in future climate
models.

1. Introduction
Land ice loss is the dominant driver of global mean sea level rise, and is projected to further increase over the
coming century and beyond (Oppenheimer et al., 2019). However, ice dynamics remain the largest source of
uncertainty in forward models of sea level rise (Bamber et al., 2019; Edwards et al., 2021; Li et al., 2023). As such,
there is a pressing need to further constrain the past and present behavior of Earth's polar ice sheets and glaciers,
beginning with observations of viscous flow.

It is well established that ice exhibits strong viscous anisotropy. For a given strain rate, ice single crystals deform
up to 60 times more readily when oriented to maximize shearing on their crystallographic basal plane (Duval
et al., 1983). Thus, viscoplastic ice flow commonly produces a crystallographic preferred orientation (CPO)—
also referred to as crystal orientation fabric (COF)—due to the progressive alignment of ice basal planes (Azuma
& Higashi, 1985; Fan et al., 2020; Figures 1a and 1b). In ice polycrystals, CPO evolution is often associated with
strain weakening (e.g., Fan et al., 2021), termed “enhancement,” with deformation becoming up to 10 times easier
in orientations favorable for basal slip (Pimienta et al., 1987; Treverrow et al., 2012). It is therefore desirable to
determine both the intensity and orientation of natural ice CPO.

Early efforts to characterize ice sheet microstructure were centered largely around drilling at ice divides and ice
domes (see Faria et al., 2014 for a historical overview). These studies provide only a local view of ice sheet
anisotropy, whereas regional CPO measurements are needed for the development of more accurate ice flow
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Figure 1. Theoretical and simulated deformation of ice aggregates. Top box: Schematic illustration of crystallographic
preferred orientation (CPO) and melt preferred orientation (MPO) formation during ice deformation, including (a) an ice‐Ih
crystal prior to deformation, (b) a sheared ice‐Ih crystal where deformation is accommodated primarily along the basal plane,
and (c) a sheared ice‐melt aggregate with c‐axis alignment and MPO labeled. Bottom box: Microstructures from deformation
simulations showing evolution of CPO and MPO as a function of dynamic recrystallization (DRX) rate, for 16% 2D melt.
Each simulation microstructure has brightly colored ice grains in one image (left in panel (d), top in panels (e, f, g)), and black
colored melt in a second image (right in panel (d), bottom in panels (e, f, g)) from the same step of the simulation. Ice grains
are colored according to crystal axes parallel to Z‐direction. Ice c‐axis pole figures are plotted as equal‐area, lower‐
hemisphere projections, where color intensity indicates CPO strength in multiples of uniform distribution (M.U.D.). MPO is
defined by the average aspect ratio of the long and short axes (a and b, respectively) of ellipses fit to each isolated melt
pocket, and the mean long axis orientation (αp).
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models (Joughin et al., 2012). Furthermore, logistical and safety issues prohibit drilling to obtain cores for CPO
measurement in sites of fast‐flowing ice (Lutz et al., 2022) including outlet glaciers and ice streams that are the
major conduits for ice sheet discharge (e.g., Rignot et al., 2011). Other constraints on ice sheet anisotropy are
required. To this end, indirect measurements of ice CPO are increasingly being obtained from both active‐
(Horgan et al., 2012; Picotti et al., 2015) and passive‐source seismic sensing (Kufner et al., 2023; Scambos
et al., 2017; Wittlinger & Farra, 2012, 2015), distributed acoustic sensing (Booth et al., 2020), and surface‐
deployed and airborne radar (Brisbourne et al., 2019; Fujita et al., 2000; Jordan et al., 2022; Matsuoka
et al., 2003; Siegert & Kwok, 2000). Due to the elastic and dielectric anisotropy of ice, depth‐resolved changes in
CPO are often inferred from measurements of seismic anisotropy (e.g., Blankenship & Bentley, 1987; Kufner
et al., 2023), radar anisotropy (e.g., Dall, 2010) and englacial seismic and radar reflections (e.g., Horgan
et al., 2012; Siegert & Kwok, 2000). Such changes are often attributed to the effects of strain, impurities, and
temperature, all of which are known to influence ice CPO (e.g., Fan et al., 2020; Paterson, 1991).

However, it is now well established for olivine, another mineral with strong viscous anisotropy, that CPO and
seismic anisotropy can be modified by the presence of melt (Holtzman et al., 2003). For example, Heidelbach
et al. (2005) showed that melt‐bearing olivine samples deform via different dislocation slip systems compared to
melt‐free samples, producing a 90° rotation of the seismic fast direction. Given the distinct seismic, dielectric, and
rheologic properties of solid and liquid phases, melt preferred orientation (MPO; Figure 1) can also modify
geophysical signals usually attributed to CPO alone (Katz & Takei, 2013; Seltzer et al., 2023; Taylor‐West &
Katz, 2015). For instance, Seltzer et al. (2023) recently found that MPO evolves more quickly than CPO in
partially molten olivine aggregates, suggesting that changes to seismic anisotropy in response to transient
deformation can be attributed to melt rather than solid orientations. Given the ubiquity of temperate ice across the
Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets—particularly in regions of fast‐flowing ice (e.g., Meyer & Minchew, 2018)
including basal ice—it is important to consider how MPO might impact geophysical interpretations of ice sheet
anisotropy over the observational period of scientific studies.

Here, we used numerical simulations to assess the influence of MPO on seismic anisotropy within temperate ice.
Simulations were performed using a viscoplastic full‐field transform (VPFFT) approach within the ELLE plat-
form (Piazolo et al., 2010). This work directly builds upon previous research by Llorens et al. (2020), which used
ELLE simulations to examine the effect of melt volume alone on CPO‐induced seismic anisotropy in temperate
ice. We extend their findings by examining the role of MPO development. MPO was varied by changing the
effective rate of dynamic recrystallization, which governs grain boundary morphology and therefore melt in-
clusion shape. We find that MPO significantly affects the direction and magnitude of seismic anisotropy,
especially at elevated strain rates, and discuss implications for geophysical surveying of glaciers and ice sheets.

2. Methods
2.1. Deformation Simulations

We used the numerical simulation platform ELLE (Piazolo et al., 2010) to model the evolving microstructure of
ice aggregates including interstitial liquid water. The ELLE approach (Bons et al., 2008) is rooted in the inte-
gration of a comprehensive viscoplastic model using a Fast Fourier Transform algorithm (VPFFT; Lebensohn &
Rollett, 2020). The VPFFT formulation allows us to resolve stress and strain rate fields that minimize the average
local work rate while adhering to compatibility and equilibrium constraints. To facilitate this, we calculated
geometrically necessary dislocation densities and deformation‐induced lattice rotation by integrating velocity
gradient fields provided by VPFFT over time. Dynamic recrystallization (DRX) was modeled through the
combined effects of grain boundary migration, recovery, and nucleation. Llorens et al. (2020) contains a complete
description and parameters involved in the DRX modules applied here. Within this numerical setup, the water
phase was treated as an effectively isotropic, viscous material with a stiffness approaching zero, resembling the
properties of an amorphous liquid.

All simulations were performed in dextral simple shear, with shear strain increments of γ = 0.02, up to a final
strain of γ= 2.5, in order to survey the importance of MPOwell beyond the point of CPO establishment (γ ⪅ 1; Qi
et al., 2019). The simulations also imposed four different DRX rates, with either 0, 1, 10, or 50 steps of DRX per
deformation increment. These values correspond inversely to strain rate, such that high‐DRX simulations were
able to retain shape between increments and therefore experienced the lowest effective strain rates: Simulations
with 50 DRX steps had effective strain rates of 6.34 × 10− 13 s− 1, those with 10 DRX steps had 3.17 × 10− 12 s− 1,
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those with 1 step had strain rates of 3.17 × 10− 11 s− 1, and those without anyDRX, which do not include time in the
model, can be considered analogous to strain rates >3.17 × 10− 11 s− 1. The degree of DRX and, therefore, the
strain rate, did not significantly affect orientation of the CPO (Figure S2 in Supporting Information S1). Instead,
DRX acted as a proxy for MPO (Figures 1e–1g; Figure S1 in Supporting Information S1) as it modifies the shape
and distribution of ice‐ice and ice‐melt grain boundaries following the reduction of the surface energy and stored
strain energy (see further discussion of the effect of DRX on morphology in Llorens et al., 2019).

2.2. Anisotropy Calculations

MPO strength was defined using the particle orientation (PAROR) method of Heilbronner and Barrett (2014,
chapter 14). A convex hull was fit to each individual melt pocket, fromwhich we calculated the non‐elliptical long
axis, a, short axis, b, and long axis orientation, αp (Figure 1). MPO strength is given by the ratio b/a, while MPO
orientation is given as the average value of αp (following Seltzer et al., 2023). We calculated seismic anisotropy at
each deformation increment using a poroelastic differential effective medium method (Gassman, 1951; Kim
et al., 2019) whereby an effective Voigt stiffness tensor is calculated from the integrated elastic properties of the
crystalline ice matrix. This method calculates the elastic constants of a melt‐ice aggregate by mathematically
treating all melt as a single fluid‐filled crack of aspect ratio b/a, with average orientation given by αp. For
comparison, we also calculated an effective stiffness tensor assuming isotropically oriented melt, where b/a = 1.

2.3. Projection to 3D

We simulated the deformation of ice containing 0%, 7%, and 16% 2D melt. These non‐zero values are higher than
the expected melt volume of temperate ice (possibly up to 8%; Haseloff et al., 2019), because the ELLE toolbox
uses a pseudo‐3D geometry, where a 2D microstructure is projected uniformly into 3D. Scaling from 2D to 3D is
not straightforward due to stereological effects (von Bargen & Waff, 1986). Laboratory thin sections frequently
have 2D melt fractions 1–2 times greater than the known 3D melt content (e.g., Seltzer et al., 2023; Zimmerman
et al., 1999); accordingly, we computed all 3D tensors using three melt scaling fractions: ½, ¾, and 1. All results
presented in the main text are created using the ½ scaling fraction as it is the most conservative estimate, cor-
responding to 0, 3.5, and 8 vol.% melt. Complementary figures using higher melt scaling fractions can be found in
Supporting Information S1.

We assume that the 2Dmelt represents a cross section of a penny‐shaped ellipsoid between grains, such that the b/
a ratio defined by the PARORmethod (see previous section) corresponds to an ellipsoid with axis lengths 1:b/a:1
(Faul et al., 1994).

3. Results
3.1. Anisotropy From Simulated MPOs

With increasing strain, MPO strength increases as grains become flattened and elongated (Figures 1e–1g, Figure
S3 in Supporting Information S1). MPO evolution also becomes more pronounced as the rate of dynamic
recrystallization,DRX, decreases (see Figure S1 in Supporting Information S1 for a quantitative analysis). At high
DRX values (low effective strain rates), grain boundary migration enables grains to retain roughly equant shapes
(Figure 1e). However, as the DRX value decreases (effective strain rate increases), lattice rotation and grain
elongation dominate, producing flattened grain shapes and interconnected melt bands inclined ∼20° antithetic to
the shear direction (Figure 1g).

Regardless of melt content and MPO strength, the CPO and seismic anisotropy of the solid ice matrix remains
constant. Ice c‐axes align sub‐normal to the shear direction (see pole figures in Figure 1) as deformation is
primarily accommodated by slip on the (0001) basal plane, as observed in shear experiments (e.g., Qi et al., 2019).
Without melt (Figures 2a and 2d)—and even with relatively large volumes of isotropic (randomly oriented) melt
(Figure 2e)—the P‐wave fast axis aligns parallel with the ice c‐axis, normal to the shear plane. However, the
addition of 3.5% oriented melt rotates the P‐wave fast axis ∼90° toward the shear direction (Figures 2c and 2f).
Meanwhile, the polarization direction of the fastest S‐wave (S1), the “fast direction” commonly used to infer the
orientation of ice c‐axes, also rotates ∼90° with the addition of MPO, becoming aligned sub‐parallel with the
shear direction (Figure 2, rightmost column).
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MPO also changes the maximum degree of seismic anisotropy in a deforming aggregate, especially when melt
fractions and MPO strengths are high. When the MPO and CPO are not co‐aligned, as in these simulations,
stronger MPOs reduce S‐wave anisotropy. The lowest‐strain‐rate, highest‐DRX simulations exhibit increased
CPO strength compared to other simulations (Figures S6a and S7a in Supporting Information S1), and so elevated
seismic anisotropy from CPO alone (Figures S4b and S5b in Supporting Information S1). Nevertheless, seismic

Figure 2. Vp and Vs anisotropies, and polarization of fast S‐waves (S1), for a 3.5 vol.% melt simulation (a, b, c) and 8 vol.%
melt simulation (d, e, f), sheared to γ = 1 at a strain rate of 3.17 × 10− 11 s− 1. Crystallographic preferred orientation (CPO) is
represented as a contoured c‐axis pole figure on the left (upper‐hemisphere, equal‐area projection), representing the
orientation of the seismically fast c‐axes. Anisotropy is calculated using (a), (d) only CPO of solid ice matrix, (b), (e) ice CPO
with isotropic (randomly oriented) melt, and (c), (f) ice CPO with the actual MPO from the simulation, aligned 26.5° (3.5%
melt) and 28.5° (8%melt) antithetic to shear plane. Note changes to color bars between (a), (d) and (b, c, e, f): the introduction
of melt reduces velocities such that a single colorscale obscures distribution of Vp. Polarization direction (far right) depicts
the polarization of S1. CPO (c‐axis cluster) angle is highlighted in gray, and MPO angle is highlighted in purple in panels (c),
(f). The location of maximum Vp is highlighted with a star, and the location of maximum vs. anisotropy highlighted with a
hexagon.
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anisotropy increased with strain above the CPO saturation point at γ = 0.5–0.75 in melt‐bearing simulations. This
increase can be attributed to MPO strengthening at higher strains.

To further explore how MPO affects the geophysical properties of temperate ice, we calculated the difference
between the S1 polarization direction of a melt‐free tensor and a tensor including MPO (Figures 3a–3c). The fast
direction calculated from the two tensors is never the same (there is always some non‐zero rotation), and can
rotate by nearly 90° when waves travel near the MPO; the maximum rotations for 3.5% melt are >85° for all
simulations except those with the lowest strain rate and weakest MPO (maximum rotation of 64°; Figure S4 in
Supporting Information S1).

To demonstrate the effect of MPO on Vs anisotropy, we also calculated the magnitude of Vs anisotropy, ΔVs, for
a range of propagation directions in the plane containing the shear direction and shear‐plane‐normal (Figures 3d–
3f). For most S‐wave propagation directions, ΔVs is reduced by the addition of MPO (Figures 3d–3f: note how
the purple, CPO + MPO curves give generally lower values of ΔVs compared to the gray, CPO‐only curves).
Only when S‐waves are traveling within ∼20° of the MPO does ΔVs increase relative to the CPO‐only models.
The magnitude of this change to S‐wave anisotropy varies as function of both MPO strength and melt fraction
(Figures S4 and S5 in Supporting Information S1). Furthermore, relative increases in Vs anisotropy along the
MPO direction are dependent on the strength of the MPO. For 3.5 vol.% melt, there is a 3.5× increase in Vs
anisotropy along MPO direction in a strong‐MPO, low‐DRX case, versus a 2.3× increase in Vs anisotropy along
MPO direction for weak‐MPO, high‐DRX case (Figures 3d and 3e; Figure S4 in Supporting Information S1). Vs
anisotropies for waves traveling parallel to theMPO can match or exceed those of waves traveling parallel to CPO
if higher degrees of 2D → 3D melt scaling are used (Figure S5 in Supporting Information S1).

Figure 3. MPO‐dependent changes to observed fast direction and magnitude of anisotropy as a function of wave propagation
direction through the 2D plane of the simulation, where 90° is vertical and 0° is horizontal to the right. MPO and c‐axis
orientation are marked with gray and purple bars, respectively, on each plot. (a, b, c) Magnitude of difference between
polarization of fastest S‐wave between CPO‐only elastic tensor andMPO‐inclusive tensor, as a function of wave propagation
direction, for (a) low‐melt, weak‐MPO simulation, (b) low‐melt, strong‐MPO simulation, and (c) high‐melt, strong‐MPO
simulation. (d, e, f) Vs anisotropy as a function of propagation direction for CPO‐only tensors (gray dashed line) and
crystallographic preferred orientation + MPO tensors (purple solid line).
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3.2. Interaction Between MPO and CPO in Generating Seismic Anisotropy

To explore how MPO angle impacts seismic anisotropy, we artificially rotated the MPO at preferred angles from
0 to 175° while keeping the CPO constant (Figure 4). As MPO rotates toward the c‐axis maximum direction
(∼115°), both Vp anisotropy and Vs anisotropy increase (Figures 4a and 4b, respectively). This is expected; the
MPO contributes an additional fast direction, so co‐alignment enhances the CPO‐related fast direction.
Conversely, Vp and Vs anisotropies are lowest when the melt is oriented at ∼90° from the CPO direction, as the
MPO fast direction counteracts the CPO‐generated fast direction.

Regardless of the orientation and strength of the MPO, seismic anisotropy values from MPO rotation testing are
never equivalent to CPO‐only anisotropy. Vp and Vs anisotropy generally increase as the MPO strengthens with
increasing strain and strain rate (although weak‐MPO simulations retain strong CPO‐generated anisotropy, as
discussed in the previous section, which is still modified by increasing MPO strength at higher strains). Vp
anisotropy is almost uniformly higher than CPO‐only values no matter the MPO (Figure 4a), while the addition of
melt to the CPO tensor enhances Vs anisotropy depending on degree of strain and strain/DRX rate. At γ = 0.5,
around the point of CPO establishment, MPO increases Vs anisotropy when MPO and CPO align within 40° of

Figure 4. Effects of MPO rotation on calculated anisotropy. Each plot shows calculated values using crystallographic
preferred orientation (CPO) from the simulations, artificially rotating the MPO from the flow plane, 0°, in intervals of 5°. In
all γ > 0, the CPO angle is established at 110–120° from the horizontal shear plane, indicated with a gray bar. Markers
correspond to strain rates and therefore MPO strength, and show whether the test produced scalar anisotropies higher (filled
dot) or lower (open dot) than the CPO‐only value. MPO angles yielding anisotropy lower than CPO‐only anisotropy are
shaded in purple, except in γ= 0 simulation, where neither MPO nor CPO are strong. No tests had identical anisotropy values
to the corresponding CPO‐only predictions. (a) Absolute Vp anisotropy as a function of theoretical MPO angle and strain,
(b) Maximum absolute Vs anisotropy as a function of theoretical MPO angle and strain.
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one another. At γ = 2, MPO increases CPO‐induced Vs anisotropy when MPO and CPO are aligned within 55°
(Figure 4b).

The absolute reduction in seismic wavespeeds depends on both the melt percentage (Figures S8–S10 in Sup-
porting Information S1) and also the MPO strength and orientation. Changes from the CPO‐only value are highest
at MPOs near the direction of flow, 70–100° from the CPO fast direction. These effects are enhanced at higher
values of 2D → 3D melt scaling (Figures S9 and S10 in Supporting Information S1).

4. Discussion
Our models indicate that MPO will always modify the CPO‐induced seismic anisotropy of temperate ice, such
that seismic anisotropy arises from the combined effects of both melt and crystalline components. While previous
computational studies reported that 15% 2D melt was required to obscure the signal of a CPO (Llorens
et al., 2020; this study also contained a discussion of meltwater's effects on CPO), we find that much lower
degrees of melt (≤7% 2D melt = 3.5 vol.% 3D melt) can significantly change the seismic properties of temperate
ice. This volume of oriented melt can rotate seismic fast directions by 90°, enhance the degree of Vp anisotropy by
up to 110% (≤54% with the weakest studied MPO at γ ≥ 0.5), and either enhance the degree of maximum Vs
anisotropy by up to 36% or decrease it by up to 9% (depending on the relative orientation of melt and crystals).
Geophysical studies of temperate ice that only account for CPO are therefore likely to significantly overpredict
the magnitude of ice flow based on Vp anisotropy, or to either over‐ or under‐predict ice flow magnitude from Vs
anisotropy. At modeled strain rates ≥3.17 × 10− 12 s− 1 (DRX ≤ 10), comparable to those estimated at the base of
cores from the Greenland ice sheet (Montagnat et al., 2014) and fast‐flowing regions across Antarctica (Ran-
ganathan & Minchew, 2024), the effect of MPO is particularly heightened. We suggest that MPO should
prominently affect seismic and radar anisotropy in temperate, fast‐flowing icy settings that are the primary drivers
of solid ice discharge.

While CPO‐only models may under‐ or overpredict the magnitude of temperate ice flow, as well as potentially
misrepresent the direction of flow, MPO‐modified seismic anisotropy may still relate consistently to the direction
of flow. If melt aligns in a predictable direction with regards to the direction of applied stress (sub‐parallel with
the shear direction), as has recently been observed in the olivine‐basalt system (Seltzer et al., 2023), the seismic
fast direction may track the stress field rather than the orientation of c‐axes. Compressive tests by Wilson
et al. (2024) do suggest that deuterized melt inclusions orient subparallel to the maximum local shear stress,
supporting the idea that meltwater inclusions track local stress fields. Alignment at ∼135°, matching the
maximum principal stress in our simulations, would enhance CPO‐generated P‐wave anisotropy (by 34%–100%
at γ = 0.5 and 53%–108% at γ = 2) and S‐wave anisotropy (by 5%–20% at γ = 0.5 and by 11%–30% at γ = 2)
(Figure 4), potentially leading to overestimates of CPO generation and therefore ice flow. Laboratory shear
experiments that characterize the microstructural evolution of meltwater inclusion in icy aggregates are therefore
necessary to refine expectations for melt orientations in sheared ice, and to improve dynamics of melt in
experimental simulation models like ELLE.

5. Conclusions
We simulated the deformation of temperate ice and calculated the relative importance of melt preferred orien-
tations (MPO) on generating seismic anisotropy. Small percentages of melt (3.5 vol.%) affected the magnitude
and orientation of anisotropy, rotating the Vp fast direction and polarization direction of fast S waves toward the
MPO regardless of strength of MPO orientation. These rotations can be up to 90° from fast polarizations created
by solid ice alone. The effects of MPO become particularly pronounced at strain rates ≥3.17 × 10− 12 s− 1. This
suggests that geophysical studies of temperate glacial settings require caution when inferring flow directions or
ice flow enhancement (i.e., CPO strength): stronger CPO does not correspond uniformly to higher magnitudes of
anisotropy if MPO is present, especially when flow is relatively fast (as is common for temperate ice). Neglecting
the role of melt may lead to an overprediction of CPO strength by up to 110% based on Vp anisotropy, and
therefore to significant overestimation of flow magnitude. Conversely, the presence of MPO can cause under-
predictions of flow magnitudes by up to 9% based on Vs anisotropy. MPO must therefore be considered when
conducting geophysical surveys to constrain polar ice flow for models of ice mass loss and sea level rise.
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Data Availability Statement
ELLE output files and microstructural melt images for every simulation considered in this paper are available for
download via Zenodo at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.10637171 (Seltzer, 2024). These files were combined
with the publicly available GassDEM code (Kim et al., 2019) using parameters outlined in Methods section and
Supporting Information S1.
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